Fifteen Fraternities Enter All-Tech Swim, More Entries Expected

Tennis Rally Thursday

The schedule for the coming week anticipates a busy time for the varsity. Today the 5:15 Club plays the Sigma Alpha Epsilon contingent, and Goodale meets Senior A. Next Thursday the 5:15 Club pair opposes Senior A and the Phi Gamma Delta team will play provincials. The only scheduled game for Sunday so far is the contest between Senior A and Sigma Alpha Epsilon.

The standing for the round robin in the All-Tech Swim is as follows: Goodale won 1 and won, Senior A won 1 and lost, Senior Epsilon has no wins, and both Sigma Alpha Epsilon and Phi Gamma Delta have identical records of winning and losing one game, the Phi Gamma Delta quartet won, the other lost.

Ridge Technical Victor In First Newburyport First Class B Cage Tourney Scores Great Success

Defeating Chelsea High again in a spectacular hoop avalanche of 53 to 44, the Ridge Technical team took the first Place in the Newburyport First Class B Cage Tourney. The Ridge Technical team overcame the challenge of Chelsea High, which was expected to be the main threat to their victory.
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Masbn, Bikov Place Second

Two beach Malmens drew second place in the New England American Athletic Union meet last Saturday in the Boston Yacht Club. The shoreline was filled with the sound of cheering and the=${pagetitle}

Mrs. Smith is a former winner of the American Athletic Union meet who placed second in the event last year. Her performance was expected to be strong as she had already shown her ability to handle the challenging conditions of the race.

Lacrosse Team's Hopes

The lacrosse team anticipates a successful season with the addition of new players and the returning of experienced members. The team has been practicing diligently and is looking forward to the upcoming games.

Large Turnout Raises L owes's Hopes

The lowes's hopes were raised by the large turnout of spectators for their game. The crowd's presence contributed to the team's motivation and confidence.

VARSITY LETTERS

Nearly every varsity athlete received a varsity letter, recognizing their dedication and contributions to the team. The letters were presented to the members of the team, including the seniors who showed exceptional skills and leadership.

Gunmen Shoot Norwich Squad 1377-1330

Beavers Have Lost

Only To Coast Guard, Have High Average

Last Saturday the M.I.T. 150 team added another victim to its list of ten. The Beaver team defeated Norwich by a substantial margin, 1377-1330. One of twelve matches already held, the Beavers have lost but one, placing second to the Coast Guard team which won the meet. The average of the Beaver matches was 1320, only another substantial difference.

Top men on the Beaver team last Saturday night were: C. H. Anders, E. B. Keene, Flin, and Hans Aschaffenburg, Jim Klein, and Frank McCloud. The mainstays of the Beaver backstrokes were: the slowest man in the team, but finished fourth. Jim Goodale and Jim Mayer followed in 8th, 14th, and 17th places, respectively.

Army Of Us, All-Varsity, Will Be Ready For Sunday's Meet

The varsity letters were not the only recognition given to the team members. The awards ceremony was an opportunity for the athletes to celebrate their achievements and the hard work they put into their training.

Crew Practices

Despite Weather

The M.I.T. crew is progressing nicely, and practice is being held six days a week. Weather conditions vary from day to day, sometimes allowing them to practice on the Charles River and other days forcing them to practice on the Harvard Boating Club's indoor rink.

Crews have been trained to adapt to any kind of weather, be it raining or snowy, to toughen up the oarsmen for any situation.